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Abstract
Since 2015 the World Health Organization recommended that the Robson’s Ten Group Classification System (TGCS) should be instituted
in all healthcare facilities in the delivery field. The TGCS is a robust method, with great analytical power and simple implementation. It can
provide an overview of an institution’s obstetric profile, making it possible to analyze the quality of the service, which results in assisting
improvements. It also generates information that allows the conception of public policies in order to reduce CS rates. This study’s objective
was to use the TGCS to outline for the first time the cesarean profile of the Petrópolis Teaching Hospital (PTH). This is a retrospective,
quantitative, cross-sectional study, based on the analysis of medical records of 1180 deliveries at PTH in 2016 (40% of total). The obtained
data was tabulated in Windows Excel spreadsheets and compared with data from Ireland and general Brazil studies. The groups with the
biggest relative sizes were 2 (20,48%), 5 (20,22%), 10 (16,11%), which were also the ones with the highest relative contribution rates on the
overall CS rate (respectively, 23.58%, 32.42%, 20.63%). In Ireland, the relative contribution of the same groups is 23.83%, 28.97%, 6.54%,
whereas in Brazil it’s 28.6%, 31.1%, 9.8%. The high contribution of group 2 is responsible to increase group 5, since multiparous with previous
CS often leads to a new CS. To reduce these rates, new policies should be created and a complete adhesion of induction protocols, installed.
The discrepancy of group 10 happens because PTH’s the only local high risk maternity hospital, however premature CS indication should be
carefully addressed.
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Introduction

Since 2016, FIGO has stated, reaffirming the 2015 the World
Health Organization (WHO) recommendation, that the Robson’s
Ten Group Classification System (TGCS) should be instituted in
all healthcare facilities in the maternity and delivery field. Both
recommendations were a result of a previous search for a method
that could analyze all elements directly involved in the crescent
numbers of caesarean section (CS) rates throughout the world,
comparing them in a more suitable way. According to WHO,
the use of a reliable and internationally accepted classification
system to produce standardized data enables comparisons across
populations, providing tools to investigate drivers of the upward
trend in caesarean section [1,2].
In this context, the classification system developed by the Irish
obstetrician Michael Robson was a perfect fit to reach the goals laid
out by WHO, producing reliable data that allows the comparison
of different countries, cities, and health institutions. The TGCS is,
also, robust method, with great analytical power, low cost and
simple implementation. To Clode [3], Portuguese obstetrician, “the
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simplicity of concepts, easy interpretation and comprehension of
objectives were aspects that contributed to the rapid adhesion to
the TGCS”. The TGCS uses obstetric parameters to allocate all the
pregnant women that arrive in a maternity hospital in one of the
proposed 10 groups. These groups were structured according to
four main criteria: previous obstetric record (parity and existence,
or not, of a previous CS), pregnancy category (foetal presentation
and number of foetuses), onset of labor (spontaneous, induced or
pre-labor CS) and gestational age at the moment of delivery [4].
Amongst the advantages of using the TGCS is the fact that it
can also provide an overview of an institution’s obstetric profile,
something that can be periodically made, offering a longitudinal
study of the patterns found in a certain maternity hospital and its
changes over time. This process makes it possible to evaluate the
quality of the service, which can lead to assisting improvements.
This can be extremely useful when it occurs in a local referral
healthcare service, which has great demands from the users and
great delivery numbers [3,5]. Over the last decade, it was possible
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to observe a worrisome scenario concerning perinatal assistance
in Brazil, in which CS rates came close to 60% [6]. In 2015 WHO
pointed out that the country is the world’s leader in CS numbers
and warned about a possible outbreak of surgical deliveries. In this
context, the TGCS could be a key instrument not only to evaluate
a healthcare institution and compare it with other institutions,
but also to promote changes focusing on diminishing CS rates, by
optimizing the use of these surgeries. This could be made focusing
interventions on specific groups of particular relevance for each
maternity hospital [2,7].
Provided that, the use of the TGCS in Petrópolis Teaching
Hospital (PTH) is relevant, considering it is the main high
risk obstetric service of the region where it is located and the
only public maternity hospital in the city of Petrópolis, Rio de
Janeiro state, Brazil. Annually, the PTH performs 4000 obstetric
consultations and 2800 deliveries [8].The main objective of this
paper, thus, was to unravel the obstetric profile of PTH and deepen
the knowledge about the CS rates patterns that occurs in this
high risk maternity hospital. Furthermore, the use of the TGCS is
particularly significant, considering that Brazil has extremely
high CS rates, coming close to 60% of all deliveries in the public
health care unified system [6]. Given this, this paper also aims to
spread and deepen the TGCS use in a more local scale, in order to
effectively reduce CS rates in the country [9].

Materials and Methods

This is a retrospective, quantitative, cross-sectional study
that has analytical character. It is based on the analysis of medical
records of 1180 women who gave birth in 2016 (40% of total
deliveries), at PTH, the only local high risk maternity hospital,
located in Rio de Janeiro state, Brazil. The data collection was
made according to the TGCS, using a questionnaire that also
included the mother’s age and the delivery outcome. Were
included in the analysis the medical records that were available in
the PTH’s archive, that contained: parity, gestational age, number
of foetuses (one or multiple), foetal presentation, onset of labor
(spontaneous, induced or pre-labor CS), delivery type (vaginal or
CS and the previous existence, or not, of a CS). The medical records
that were incorrectly or incompletely filled were excluded. As the
development of this study involved the use of patient records, its
research protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee before
the beginning of data collection. An informed consent form was
not needed, considering it is a retrospective and analytical study
and, therefore, did not make any kind of interventions nor needed
to directly collect information from its subjects.
The obtained data was tabulated in Windows excel
spreadsheets 2010, using it to calculate each group size and
its contributions to the overall CS rates. This information was
also compared to the data from the “Birth in Brazil Survey”, a
Brazilian national project, and the original Robson’s works, from
Ireland. After the completion of the analysis, the numbers were
exposed to the hospital’s gynecology and obstetrics department of
PTH/Petrópolis Medical School.
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Result
A total of 1180 records were randomly selected, of women
whose births took place in 2016. Thirteen participants were
excluded due to incomplete or incorrect filling. Thus, 1167
medical records were analyzed, of which 692 represented vaginal
deliveries and 475 caesarean sections, resulting in the PTH’s
caesarean rate of 40.7%. Group 2 has the biggest relative size,
followed by groups 5, 10 and 1, which represents PTH’s obstetric
profile. All women in group 9 (single pregnancy with transverse
or oblique lie) underwent CS. The highest CS rates in each group,
following group 9, were found in groups 7, 8 and 5. The lowest
CS rate was found in group 3. However, this scenario somewhat
changes when it comes to the contribution of each group to the
overall CS rate, with the main contributor being group 5 (women
with previous CS), followed by groups 2, 10 and 1. Opposite to the
aforementioned data, group 9 has the lowest contribution (less
than1%).

Discussion

PTH is the learning scenario of the medicine and nursing
graduation and post-graduation students from Petrópolis Medical
School/Arthur Sá Earp Neto School. Thus, the teaching happening
there should be based on the quality of practices, valuing the
scientific innovations and the evidence-based medicine, according
to the tendencies that have been establishing themselves in the
international academic community [10]. Considering this, a
feedback to the maternity teaching hospital consisting of the data
collected and its analysis can be used as a source of information
based on which changes can be made possible. Furthermore,
the outcomes in each group are capable of providing a better
understanding of the healthcare institution’s obstetric profile
[2,11,12].

The obstetric profile found in PTH is the same found in the
“Birth in Brazil Survey”, representing Brazil’s reality in the public
health care unified system, and in Robson’s works, representing
the scenario existent in Ireland, both studies having groups 2, 5
and 10 as the groups with biggest relative sizes. These groups
also had the highest relative contributions to the overall CS rates
in PTH: 2 (23.58%), 5 (32.42%), 10 (20.63%). In Ireland the
relative contribution of the same groups on the total CS rate is,
respectively: 23.83%, 28.97%, 6.54%, whereas in Brazil they are,
28.6%, 31.1%, 9.8%. The CS rates found in PTH, Brazil and Ireland
were, respectively, 40.7%, 42.2% and 23.1% [4,7].
Group 2 is composed by nulliparous with single cephalic
pregnancy, >37 weeks gestation who either had labor induced
or were delivered by CS before labor. Its high contribution to
the overall CS rates in PTH, following the pattern also found in
the “Birth in Brazil Survey”, leads to an increase of the number
of multiparous with previous CS. Therefore, in a next pregnancy,
these women are going to be allocated in group 5 and are more
likely to have a new CS, considering the established culture of
indicating the surgery to all the women who already have a uterine
scar. Group 5, therefore, becomes the highest CS rate contributor,
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on account of the aforementioned domino effect that also was
found in PTH, “Birth in Brazil Survey” and in Ireland [7,13].

In PTH, group 10 (all women with a single cephalic pregnancy,
<37 weeks gestation, including women with previous uterine
scars) had a higher contribution to the overall CS rates when
compared to “Birth in Brazil Survey” and Ireland. Taking into
account that the group is composed of premature deliveries, it is
one of the main groups in which high risk obstetrical interventions
often need to be performed, requiring specialized assistance. Such
facts can partially explain the discrepancy that was found, PTH
being the only local high risk maternity hospital. Nonetheless,
premature CS indications should be more carefully addressed.
Although the biggest CS rates were found in groups 9, 10
and 8, in absolute numbers, these groups are not responsible for
the biggest relative contributions to the overall CS rate, as seen
previously. This observation has extreme relevance when it comes
to planning new intern policies in assistance, given that groups 2,
5 and 10 should be the focus of those actions. Therefore, the target
of the improvements of a healthcare service should be based on
the groups with biggest relative contribution to the overall CS
rate, and the absolute number of each group should be analyzed
individually, taking into account the context in which the hospital
is set in [11].

These improvements can only be made after a careful analysis
of the data collected, transforming numbers into useful information
in which the changes should be based on [14]. In PTH, the results
found after the completion of the analysis of this paper were
exposed to the hospital’s gynaecology and obstetrics department.
It was observed that the TGCS is still a pretty recent device,
whose knowledge hasn’t spread itself deeply into all maternity
hospitals. Thus, it is not comprehended to its full depth by the
healthcare professionals in a more local scale, despite the 2015
WHO statement on CS rates and FIGO’s 2016 reinforcement on
that matter [1,2]. Apart from that, it was observed a great number
of incomplete or wrongly filled medical records, resulting in 13
of them that could not be classified. This number is surprising,
given that in the “Birth in Brazil Survey”, which included 23,894
women, only seven were not able to be classified. This information
suggests that the training in filling such documents is not being
correctly applied, a fact that was also addressed in the feedback
stage of the project [7].
In this scenario, the use of the TGCS provides information that
allows the conception of public policies in order to reduce CS rates.
Despite the locally found unfamiliarity of healthcare professionals
with the TGCS, it has been employed in a crescent way, more
recently [15]. Brazil’s Ministry of Health, alongside national
research institutions, such as the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation/
National Institute of Women, Children and Adolescents Health
Fernandes Figueira, are engaging in transform the high CS rates
scenario in Brazil using the TGCS. One example of this process is
the creation of the “Apice on” project, a program of enhancement
and innovation in assistance and teaching of obstetrics and
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neonatology. Another important step was the availability of the
TGCS national data in the public healthcare unified system online
database, DATASUS [16,17].

In order to solve the domino effect involving groups 2 and 5
seen in PTH and in Brazil, as shown in “Birth in Brazil Survey”, it is
indicated to prevent the first caesarean by implementing a more
complete adhesion of induction protocols, using it to its full extent
with appropriate management, instead of immediately set sail
for a CS before labor. In addition, encouraging vaginal birth after
CS (VBAC) and deconstructing the stigma of “once a caesarean,
always a caesarean” is a fundamental step to effectively reduce CS
rates [7,18].

Conclusion

Considering the aforementioned, in order to solve the domino
effect involving groups 2 and 5 seen in PTH and in Brazil, as
shown in “Birth in Brazil Survey”, it is indicated to prevent the
first caesarean by implementing a more complete adhesion of
induction protocols, using it to its full extent with appropriate
management, instead of immediately set sail for a CS before labor.
Encouraging vaginal birth after CS (VBAC) and deconstructing
the stigma of “once a caesarean, always a caesarean” is also a
fundamental step to effectively reduce CS rates. In addition, it is
extremely relevant to spread and establish the use of the TGCS in
all healthcare facilities, as well as encourage medical and nursing
teaching institutions to adhere to programs that value innovative
practices seeking changes in Brazil’s obstetric profile [7,16,18].
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